
Teacher training - FLE

Continuous training is essential for language teaching. We offer a full for training catalogue for you alone, in a group or in your school.

Our highlights: daily grammar, pedagogy with projects, new technologies (digital boards, tablets, digital activity creation), introduction to online 
pedagogical platform (cloud).
The Europeans can continue their training with an ERASMUS+ grant: PIC 933795915

Hours/week Student/class 1 hour = 45 minutes

Individual 
Coaching 20 + 10 10/2

Discover the latest teaching methods, learn how to teach with modern technologies, and 
catch the attention of your students. This programme offers you French classes depending 
on your language level with a tailor-made programme of teaching training.

Summer Training 
for French 
Teachers

20 + 10 12
You want to refresh your teaching method ? Do you want to know how to motivate your 
students and to share your knowledge with French teachers from over the world? We offer 
you intensive trainings to develop your creativity and your skills. You will leave us with 
teaching material you can use immediately in your class.

Tailor-made 
program   — — You are working together and would like to enjoy a common training focused on a specific 

topic. Min. 5 persons for a tailor-made programme. 

Teacher-training 
programs in your 
institution

— —
The FLE experts come to you. We share our experience of teaching French as a foreign 
language to set up a tailor-made program that will fit to your daily needs, no matter what your 
public is (students, adults, teachers). This programme is tailor-made.

GROUPS IN IMMERSION PROGRAMS 

Schools, Adults, Teachers

99 Programs for groups of 8 to 100 persons  including French classes, accommodation, activities and specific services 
99 Tailor-made program:  exam preparation, DELF DALF, exams DFP Chambre de commerce de Paris, FOS ...
99 Accommodation at French host families or in our partner residences 
99 Activities and excursions program à la carte
99 Examination center on site (DFP, TCF), enrolment to DELF or DALF exam
99 Program and quotation upon request

Accent Français is an examination centre for TCF, DFP
We also organize your registration for DELF and DALF exam. Dates and fees : www.accentfrancais.com

Varaa täällä maailmanlaajuisesti edullisimpaan hintaan:
https://www.languagecourse.net/fi/koulu--
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